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THIRD MEETING 

Thursday, 6 May 1982, at 14h30 

Chairman: Mr N. N. VOHRA (India) 

1. REVIEW OF THE FINANCIAL POSTTION OF THE ORGANIZATION : Item 29 of the Agenda (continued) 

Status of collection of assessed contributions and status of advances to the Working 
Capital Fund : Item 29.2 of the Agenda (Document А35/11) 

Mr FURTH (Assistant Director- General), introducing the item, said that document А35/11 
now before the Committee contained the Director-General's report on the status of collection 
of assessed contributions and of advances to the Working Capital Fund. As at 30 April 1982 
total collections of 1982 contributions in respect of the effective working budget had amounted 
to $ 64 120 023, representing 28.57% of the assessments on the Members concerned. The 
comparable percentage of collections for 1981 had been 28.43 %. During the first days of May 
payments totalling $ 21312 075 had been received from three Members - Fiji, Israel, and 
Japan - raising the percentage of contributions collected for the current year from 28.57% at 
30 April 1982 to 38.07% at 6 May 1982. 

He drew the Committee's attention to paragraph 5 of the report, which contained the text 
of a draft resolution for its consideration. 

Mr ABBASSI TEHRANI (Iran), commenting on his country's assessed contribution as shown on 

page 2 of the report, said that in view of the false figures submitted to the United Nations 
by the prerevolutionary regime in Iran, he wished to express his Government's dissatisfaction 

with its 1982 -1983 assessment. He requested that a general review should be made of that 
assessment. 

Dr DLAMINI (Swaziland) said that his country's problem in making prompt payment of its 

contribution was due to the fact that its financial year ended on 31 March. It would take 

approximately two more months for his Government to be able to meet its obligations. He 

expressed his support for the draft resolution in paragraph 5 of the report. 

Dr MAFIAMBA (Cameroon) noted that in the report his country was shown as being in arrears 

with its contribution. His Government always made an effort to meet its obligations, and the 

present failure to do so was exceptional. The situation might have come about as a result of 

the introduction of biennial budgeting: the assessment might have been slightly increased in 

the second year of the biennium and the increase had not been brought to his Government's 

attention in time. The financial year in Cameroon started on 1 July; it would be helpful if 

the Secretariat were to bring the shortfall to his Government's attention as soon as the 

current Health Assembly was concluded. 

Mrs GEVEKE (Netherlands) noted that her country was mentioned as having paid only part of 

its contribution for 1982. That information was correct, but it should not be interpreted as 

a change in her Government's commitment to comply with the Financial Regulations and to pay 

its contributions as soon as possible after 1 January. A mistake had been made, and the 

rest of her country's contribution for 1982 would be received by WHO shortly. The reason for 

the mistake was that voluntary contributions by the Netherlands to international organizations 

were henceforth to be paid quarterly, and it had been wrongly assumed that the new procedure 

would also apply to contributions to the regular budgets of those organizations. That 

situation had now been rectified. 

Dr ANNANDALE (Samoa) said that her country was also in arrears in its contributions to 

the Working Capital Fund. Since Samoa was experiencing serious foreign exchange difficulties, 

she asked whether it would be permissible for it to pay one -half of its contribution and to 

offset the balance by contributions towards the local costs of WHO projects in Samoa. 
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Mr MAGNUSSON (Sweden) said that the problem of delayed payments of contributions did not 

affect WHO alone but was increasingly encountered throughout the entire United Nations system. 

There seemed to be several reasons. The most important was no doubt the difficult economic 

situation obtaining in most parts of the world. Countries, large and small, rich and poor, 

were to be found among those that had not paid their contributions on time. For the 
Organization, of course, it was more serious when large contributors delayed their payments 

than when small contributors did so. At the same time it must be recognized that most 

specialized agencies, including WHO, were already committed to a more modest budgetary growth 

than hitherto and were thus gradually adapting to the new economic realities. 

It was, of course, the moral and legal obligation of all Member States to pay their 

contributions in accordance with the Financial Regulations. His own country did not have a 

perfect record in that respect. Owing to the difference between the WHO deadline for the 

payment of contributions and the Swedish budgetary cycle, his country's contribution had 

hitherto not been fully paid until July of each financial year. On the other hand a 

substantial part of Sweden's contribution had been paid several months in advance. His 

Government was considering ways and means of solving that problem. 

If the rate of collection did not improve in the near future, specific action would have 

to be taken. After a lengthy discussion, the United Nations General Assembly had decided 

upon certain measures, most of which were not directly applicable to WHO. However, the 

most important of those measures - an increase in the Working Capital Fund - was, of course, 

also open to WHO. His, delegation would be perfectly willing to discuss an increase in the 

level of the Fund should the situation deteriorate further. 

The proposal that interest should be charged to Member States whose contributions were 

delayed had already been discussed in the United Nations and elsewhere. The idea merited 

further consideration on a system -wide basis, possibly in ACC, although it was doubtful 

whether it was feasible or realistic. Other possibilities should perhaps be explored. 

Mrs PARKER (Jamaica) said that her country was in arrears because its financial year 

ended in March, and the budget of the current new financial year was just being processed. 

The contribution would be sent as soon as she returned home. 

Mr DE MARKE (Sierra Leone) informed the Committee that approval had been obtained for the 

payment of his country's arrears and it was hoped that they could be settled by banker's draft 

on the arrival of the head of his delegation. He noted that for 1982 Sierra Leone had been 

assessed at a higher rate, in the amount of $ 22 495. An explanation of that increase would 

be appreciated. 

Dr KABAMBA NKAMANY (Zaire) said that, although his country was included in the list of 

countries in arrears, account should be taken of the surplus which it had paid in 1981. • Arrangements were being made with the banks for the payment of the full amount for 1982. 

Dr SUAREZ MORA (Venezuela) said that his country's contribution for 1982 would be paid 

shortly. 

Dr BEAUSOLEIL (Ghana) informed the Committee that, on 29 March 1982, the Central Bank of 

Ghana had transferred the sum of $ 92 727.27 to the Chase Manhattan Bank in New York as payment 

of its contribution. The amount paid would thus be in excess of what his country was expected 

to pay for the period 1981 -1982. He understood that the funds had not yet been paid into WHO's 

account, but he was taking steps to instruct the Chase Manhattan Bank to effect the transfer of 

the full amount. 

Dr IVOULSOU (Chad) expressed regret at his country's failure to pay its contribution. 

However, since 1979 Chad had been going through a critical period in its history. A civil 

war was raging, with all its attendant consequences in loss of human lives and equipment. 

The economy was completely destroyed, and the budget was non- existent. His country was 

therefore unable to meet its obligation, although it was aware that it might lose its voting 

privileges in pursuance of Article 7 of the Constitution. In the days to come it would do 

everything within its power to pay off its arrears. 

Mr SANGALA (Malawi) said that he would make sure that his country's arrears were paid 

promptly. 
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Dr NSOLO (Nigeria) explained that his country had just changed the dates of its financial 

year. The appropriation bill had been submitted only 10 days previously. His Government 

was very conscious of the need to honour its international financial obligations, and the 

Committee could rest assured that steps had been taken to ensure that Nigeria s contribution 

would be sent as soon as possible. 

Dr MBUMBE -KING (Gabon) said that measures would be taken to ensure that his country's 

arrears, amounting to US$ 44 995, were paid as soon as possible. 

Dr PONCE DE LEÓN (Peru) said that before leaving for Geneva he had been informed that 

payment of the amount outstanding had been approved. The delay in making the payment was 

probably due to the particular economic difficulties facing his country, where the poor demand 

for certain export products had its repercussions on foreign exchange. 

Mr FURTH (Assistant Director -General) thanked the many delegations which had so kindly 

explained the reasons for the delays in paying their contributions. 

Replying to the delegate of Iran, he explained that WHO's scale of assessments was based 

as closely as possible on the scale of assessments of the United Nations, which was 

established by the General Assembly on the basis of recommendations made by its Committee on 
Contributions. The only difference between the WHO scale and the United Nations scale lay in 
the slight difference in membership of the two organizations. As a result, no Member State 

of WHO was assessed at a higher percentage than in the United Nations; in fact, a number of 

Member States were assessed at a somewhat lower percentage. WHO was unable to take any 

action regarding the Iranian delegate's request, which should really be addressed to the United 
Nations General Assembly, and more specifically to the Committee on Contributions. In any 
case, WHO was not equipped to make the requested study, since it lacked the technical 
expertise to determine what would be a proper percentage assessment. 

Replying to the delegate of Samoa, he explained that the Director-General was authorized 

to accept only a few local currencies. The question had been considered on several 

occasions by the Executive Board and by the Health Assembly during the past three decades. 

The Financial Regulations currently stipulated that contributions should be assessed in United 
States dollars and should be paid in either United States dollars or Swiss francs, with the 

proviso that payment of the whole or part of these contributions might be made in such other 

currency or currencies as the Director- General, in consultation with the Executive Board, 
should have determined. The Director -General had consulted the Board several times on the 

question, and the Board had adopted resolutions on the subject. The present situation was 
that contributions could be paid in United States dollars or Swiss francs; in addition, they 

could be paid in pounds sterling and in the currencies of those countries where the Regional 

Offices for Africa, Europe and the Western Pacific were located, but only in such amounts as 

could, in the Director- General's opinion, be utilized by the Organization. Thus the 

Director - General had no authority to accept payment of Samoa's contribution in Samoan currency. 
Replying to the delegate of Sierra Leone he said that Sierra Leone was assessed at the 

same rate in both years (1981 and 1982). The increase in the contributions payable by 
Sierra Leone between 1981 and 1982 did not therefore result from a change in the assessment 
rate. It was due to an increase in that part of the budgets for the periods 1980 -1981 and 
1982 -1983 that were financed by contributions by Member States. 

The draft resolution in paragraph 5 of document А35111, was approved, with inclusion of 
the date of 6 May 1982 in operative paragraph 1. 

Members in arrears in the payment of their contributions to an extent which may invoke 
Article 7 of the Constitution: Item 29.3 of the Agenda (Document А35j31) 

Dr LAW (representative of the Executive Board), introducing the item, said that the second 
report of the Committee of the Executive Board to Consider Certain Financial Matters prior to 
the Thirty -fifth World Health Assembly (document А35/31) covered the consideration given by 
that Committee, on behalf of the Board, to the matter of those Members in arrears in the 

payment of their contributions to an extent which might invoke the provisions of Article 7 of 

the Constitution. Article 7 provided that voting privileges might be suspended if a Member 
State failed to meet its financial obligations to the Organization. As at 26 April 1982 - 
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the date on which the Director -General's report on that matter (annex to document А35/11) had 
been prepared - two Member States had been in a position that might cause those provisions to 

be invoked. 

The Committee of the Executive Board had reviewed the action taken by the Director -General 
in his attempt to arrange for settlement of the arrears of those two Member States. It had 
requested the Director -General to communicate by cable with the Member States concerned, urging 
them to arrange for prompt payment of their arrears or to provide explanations on the cause of 
further delays in settling them. However, the Committee had decided, after taking into account 
all the information available at the time of its meeting, to recommend to the Health Assembly 
that if necessary both Member States should be given additional time to regularize their 
position with regard to arrears in contributions and that meanwhile they should retain their 
voting rights in the Thirty -fifth World Health Assembly. A draft resolution to that effect 
for consideration by Committee B was contained in paragraph 5 of the report. 

The draft resolution in paragraph 5 of document А35/31 was approved. 

2. ASSESSMENT OF NEW MEMBERS AND ASSOCIATE MEMBERS: Item 31 of the Agenda 

(Documents А35/23, А35/24 and А35/25) 

Mr FURTH (Assistant Director -General) introduced document А35/23, which dealt with 

the assessment of Zimbabwe. In accordance with resolution WHА33.13, Zimbabwe - which had 

been admitted to membership in the Organization on 6 May 1980 - had been assessed at the 

provisional rate of 0.01% for the financial periods 1980 -1981 and 1982 -1983, the instalment 

of the 1980 -1981 assessment which related to the year 1980 having been reduced to one -third 

of 0.01 %. In the same resolution, the Health Assembly had decided that that provisional rate 

would be adjusted to a definitive rate to be fixed by the Assembly as and when an assessment 

rate for Zimbabwe had been established by the United Nations General Assembly. 

The General Assembly, in 1981, had established the assessment of Zimbabwe at the rate 

of 0.02% for 1980 and future years. Consequently, the Health Assembly might wish to fix 

the definitive assessment of Zimbabwe at the rate of 0.02íe for 1980 -1981 and future financial 

periods, the instalment of the 1980 -1981 assessment which related to 1980 being reduced to 

one -third of 0.02 %. A draft resolution to that effect was contained in document Á35/23. 

The draft resolution in paragraph 3 of document А35/23 was approved. 

Mr FURTH (Assistant Director -General) next introduced document А35/24, dealing with the 

assessment of Dominica. Dominica, as a Member of the United Nations, had acceded to 

membership of WHO under the provisions of Article 4 of the Constitution by depositing with 

the Secretary -General of the United Nations a formal instrument of acceptance of the WHO 

Constitution on 13 August 1981. The Health Assembly now needed to establish its assessment 

in WHO. That assessment had been fixed at the minimum rate of 0.01% in the United Nations 

scale of assessments; the Health Assembly might therefore wish to fix it at that minimum 

for 1980 -1981 and future financial periods. In so doing, it would no doubt wish to take 

into consideration resolution WHA22.6, which provided that new Members should be assessed 

in accordance with the practice followed by the United Nations in assessing new Members for 

their year of admission. If that were done, since Dominica had become a Member of WHO on 

13 August 1981, no assessment would be made on it in respect of the year 1980 and the 1981 

assessment would be reduced to one -ninth of 0.01 %. He suggested that, should the Committee 

agree with the Director- General's assessment proposal for Dominica, it mi ht wish to 

recommend the adoption of the draft resolution contained in document А35 24. 

The draft resolution in paragraph 5 of document А35/24 was approved. 

Mr FURTH (Assistant Director -General) introduced document А35/25, which dealt with the 

assessment of Bhutan. Bhutan, as a Member of the United Nations, had acceded to membership 

of WHO under the provisions of Article 4 of the Constitution by depositing with the Secretary - 

General of the United Nations a formal instrument of acceptance of the WHO Constitution on 

8 March 1982. Accordingly, it was now necessary for the Health Assembly to establish the 

assessment of Bhutan in WHO. That assessment had been fixed at the minimum rate of 0.01% in 
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the United Nations scale, and the Health Assembly might therefore also wish to fix the 
assessment of Bhutan for the biennium 1982 -1983 and future financial periods at the minimum, 
as recommended in document А35/25. 

In considering the assessment of Bhutan for its year of admission, the Health Assembly 
would no doubt wish to take into account, as it had done in the case of Dominica, the 
provisions of resolution WHA22.6 and reduce the 1982 instalment of Bhutan's assessment to 
one -third of 0.01 %. If the Committee agreed with the Director- General's assessment proposal 
for Bhutan, it might recommend adoption of the draft resolution contained in document А35/25. 

The draft resolution in paragraph 5 of document А35/25 was approved. 

3. REAL ESTATE FUND AND HEADQUARTERS ACCOMMODATION: Item 32 of the Agenda 
(Document ЕВ69/1982 /RЕС/1; Resolution EB69.R24 and Annex 11; Documents A35/12 and A35/26) 

The CHAIRMAN drew attention to a report by the Director -General on the subject of the 
Real Estate Fund and headquarters accommodation (Annex 11 to document ЕВ69/1982 /REС/1), 
submitted to the Executive Board at its most recent session. In addition to that report, 
the Committee had before it document А35/12, which dealt with the separate question of water 
seepage in the main headquarters building, in connexion with which the Board had established 
an ad hoc committee. 

He suggested that the Committee deal with the item in two parts: it could first 
consider the recommendations made by the Executive Board in resolution ЕB69.R24, and then 
turn to document А35/12 containing the report of the Ad Hoc Committee of the Board which had 
considered the problem of water seepage in the main headquarters building. 

Dr HIDDLESTONE (representative of the Executive Board) stated that the Board had 
considered the report by the Director -General reproduced in Annex 11 to document ЕВ69/1982/ 
REC /1. The first part of the report gave information on the status of current projects 
undertaken prior to 31 May 1982; the second part listed the estimated requirements of the 
Real Estate Fund for the period 1 June 1982 to 31 May 1983; and the third part reported on 
the status of the approved extension to headquarters facilities. 

The Board had noted that the approved projects for the period up to 31 May 1982 had 
either been completed or were proceeding satisfactorily. It had then examined the estimated 
requirements of the Real Estate Fund for the period 1 June 1982 - 31 May 1983. They included 
a proposal for the joint financing, with РАНО and Member governments involved, of a new 
building for the Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute in Kingston, Jamaica, and for other 
projects listed under paragraphs 8 and 9 of the Director -General's report. The Board had 
also noted the satisfactory progress made in constructing the extension to the headquarters 
facilities that had been authorized by the Health Assembly of the previous year in resolution 
WHA34.10. 

The Board had adopted resolution EB69.R24, which recommended that the Thirty -fifth 
World Health Assembly should authorize the financing from the Real Estate Fund of the 
expenditures envisaged in the Director -General's report, and that it should appropriate to 

the Fund for that purpose an amount of $ 803 000 from casual income. 
Besides the requirements listed in the Director -General's report, the Board had been 

informed of the problems created by water seepage from the kitchen of the restaurant on the 
eighth floor of the main headquarters building. It had also heard the results of the initial 
examination of the matter by a firm of consulting engineers specializing in the detection 
and treatment of defects in reinforced concrete. 

In resolution EB69.R24 the Board had decided to set up an ad hoc committee to examine 
the problems arising from the water seepage. The Chairman of that Ad Hoc Committee would 
report on its activities and would submit recommendations to the Health Assembly. 

Mr BOYER (United States of America) recalled that resolution EB69.R24 referred in 
paragraph 1(1) to funds for the construction of the Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute. 
The Board had agreed that WHO would contribute $ 300 000, on the understanding that equivalent 
contributions would be made by РАНО and the Government of Jamaica. He would like to know 
from the Secretariat whether there had been an understanding on this matter. 
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Mr PAQUET (Canada) pointed out that if the recommendations in resolution EB69.R24 were 
adopted as they stood, there would not be enough money in the Real Estate Fund to finance 
the requirements at headquarters. He asked the representative of the Board how it was 
envisaged to augment that Fund. 

Mr FURTH (Assistant Director- General), replying to the question put by the United States 
delegate, said that the Regional Office for the Americas had indicated that it understood 

that the Jamaican Government would be prepared to make a contribution to the cost of the 

building, but as yet no formal communication had been received from the Jamaican Government 
to that effect. He was informed that PAHO, for its part, had tentatively earmarked 

$ 300 000 for its contribution. 

In reply to the question put by the Canadian delegate, he suggested that that point be 

looked into during discussion of the second part of the item, that relating to water seepage 

in the headquarters building. At the end of that discussion, the Rapporteur would be 

proposing a resolution which would no doubt take into account not only the items mentioned 
in resolution EВ69.R24, but also the requirements at headquarters arising out of the water 
seepage problem. 

In reply to a further question from the United States delegate, he confirmed that no 
building work would be started on the Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute until Jamaica's 
contribution had been received. 

Mr PAQUET (Canada) observed that whereas, in the recommendation contained in his report 
on the Real Estate Fund (document ЕВ69/1982 /RЕС /1, Annex 11), the Director -General recommended 
an appropriation to the Fund of $ 703 000 from casual income, the Executive Board, in 

resolution EВ69.R24, recommended the appropriation from the same source of $ 803 000. How 

could the difference be explained? 

Dr GALAHOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) recalled that in accordance with the 

principle established throughout the United Nations system, casual income should be utilized 

first and foremost to relieve the burden on the regular budgets of the organizations 

concerned. For that reason, he considered that disbursements from the Real Estate Fund, 
which then had to be made good by transfers from casual income, should be limited to what 

was strictly necessary. 

Mr FURTI (Assistant Director -General), replying to the question put by the Canadian 
delegate, explained that the difference related to the amount of the contribution to be made 
by WHO to the construction of the Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute building. The total 

cost of that building had been estimated at approximately $ 1 million. The Director -General 

had proposed that WHO and PAHO each contribute $ 200 000, and that the Jamaican Government 

should contribute $ 600 000. However, at the request of the member of the Board designated 

by the Government of Jamaica, the Executive Board had agreed that the contributions should 
be $ 300 000 from both WHO апд PAHO, and that the Government of Jamaica should finance the 

remainder of the cost. 

Dr KRUISINGA (Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee of the Executive Board), introducing 

document A35/12, said the Ad Hoc Committee had met at headquarters on 31 March and 1 April 1982 

to examine the problems resulting from the water seepage between the eighth and the seventh 
floors of the main headquarters building. 

The Committee had examined the report by the Director -General to the Executive Board 

(document A35/12, Annex 1) and a detailed report by the Director -General to the Ad Hoc 

Committee (document A35/12, Annex 2). Members of the Committee had inspected the kitchen and 
areas where seepage damage had occured, aid visited all the sites mentioned in the various 
options outlined in the Director -General's report. They had paid special attention to the 

basic question whether there was an urgent need to remedy the water seepage problem despite 

the serious financial implications of such action. In that connexion, it had examined the 

report of the consulting engineers, and had heard a detailed explanation by them of the 

implications and extent of the corrosion damage. It had concluded that the risk of collapse 

of the eighth floor was very serious aid should under no circumstances be ignored. Seepage 

through the kitchen floor must be eliminated, and the structural safety of the eighth floor 

restored. 
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Having reached that conclusion, the Ad Hoc Committee had made an exhaustive examination 
of all the possible courses of action outlined by the Director -General in his report, had 
acquired the conviction that there were only two valid options: either the reconstruction of 
the kitchen and restaurant on the eighth floor; or the construction of a new kitchen 
and restaurant elsewhere in the grounds surrounding the headquarters building and the 
conversion of the eighth floor into offices and meeting rooms. After further exhaustive 

examination of those two options, and for the reasons outlined in its report, the Committee 
had determined that the second was in the best interests of the Organization, and recommended 

that the Health Assembly decide accordingly. 

The CHAIRMAN invited the Assistant Director -General to introduce document А35/26, which 

contained the Director -General's response to the report of the Ad Hoc Committee, and his 

suggestions for further action. 

Mr FURTH (Assistant Director- General) said that in document А35/26 the Director -General, 

having noted the report of the Ad Hoc Committee of the Executive Board contained in document 

А35/12, had considered ways in which any decision of the World Health Assembly on the report 

of the Ad Hoc Committee could be financed. 

The Director -General had first examined the possibility of seeking a loan either from the 

Swiss Government or through a commercial bank to finance whatever action was decided upon. 

However, for the reasons cited in paragraphs 2 and 3 of his report, he had decided to propose • 
that the World Health Assembly should consider financing the project by appropriating the 

necessary funds from casual income into the Real Estate Fund. 

In addition, the Director -General proposed that the Assembly might wish to establish an 

ad hoc building committee, the composition of which he proposed in paragraph 4 of his report, 

to advise him and the architect should any problems arise during the implementation of the 

approved project. 

Mr PARKER (United Kingdom) said that although the water seepage between the eighth and 

seventh floors of the main headquarters building had at first seemed a minor matter, document 

А35/12 had dramatically dispelled that impression. The situation was obviously very serious 

and would involve the Organization in considerable expense, whatever option was chosen. 
The Ad Hoc Committee of the Executive Board was to be thanked for presenting the Committee 

with such a clear appraisal of the situation, as was the Director -General for arranging for 

the presentation by the architect and consulting engineer, which had further clarified the 

issue. 

The Health Assembly's first responsibility must be for the safety and welfare of the staff 

working in the headquarters building. The detection of deficiencies in the grouting of 

prestressed beams at the eighth floor level gave rise to justifiable concern that a similar 

state of affairs might also exist elsewhere, especially on the lower floors. That subject had 

been raised and dealt with during the presentation, but he considered that the safety of the 

headquarters building should be discussed at the present meeting of Committee B, and that the 

assurances provided should be placed on the record of proceedings. 

It was most unfortunate that the scale of the problem had not been known to Member States 
earlier, particularly when it was only a year ago that the Health Assembly had been asked to 

authorize expenditure in excess of 9 million Swiss francs for the provision of additional 
headquarters office accommodation. Had it been known then that within a short space of time 
the possibility would exist of two floors of additional office space becoming available, a 

more rational and comprehensive building programme might have been explored. 
He asked for Dr Kruisinga's comments on the possible use of any office accommodation 

which might become available as a result of relocation of the kitchen and restaurant. If 

staff was still housed in accommodation not owned by WHO, then the savings as a result of 
their transfer would be obvious. If, however, the construction of a new building had solved 
the accommodation problem in accordance with the information provided last year, what staff 
remained to be rehoused? He submitted that unless such staff existed, there was some doubt 

as to whether rental income from the eighth floor accommodation ought properly to be considered 

when cost comparisons of the options were being made. 

Dr DLAMINI (Swaziland) fully endorsed the views expressed by the United Kingdom delegate. 
He had himself been present at the presentation, but regretted that it had been arranged at 

• 
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time when few delegates had been able to attend. The exposé should have been given during 

the present Committee meeting. He was convinced that a very real danger of collapse existed 

at the eighth floor level, and wondered what measures had been taken to protect staff members 

from that danger. 

Having listened to the explanations, he supported the recommendation of the Ad Hoc 

Committee of the Executive Board that a new kitchen and restaurant should be built in the 

vicinity of the Executive Board building, and that the eighth floor should be used to provide 

the additional office space, which he felt sure would be usefully occupied. 

Dr HOUENASSOU- HOUANGВE (Togo) shared the views of the previous speakers. He understood 

that the problem of water seepage had arisen at a very early stage of occupancy, and wondered 

what had been done then, and what guarantee had been provided by the contractor. Agreeing 

that the presentation should have been made at a more suitable time, he said that the 

situation obviously required urgent action. 

Dr КАМААВА NKAMANY (Zaire) said that he had understood from the presentation that the 
headquarters building, which had been built according to the architectural methods of the 

1960x, should have a lifespan of 50 years. As it was only 16 years old, his delegation 
believed that it must be saved through immediate action to stop the seepage. He had also 
understood from the presentation that it was too late to take legal action on the matter. 

He favoured the recommendation that a new kitchen and restaurant be built elsewhere. 

Dr BROYELLE (France) expressed surprise that stop -gap remedies had been used to control 
the seepage for the past 16 years. Action should have been taken more rapidly and the 

construction firm should have been sued. Later, when additions to the main building had been 
planned, simultaneous provision might have been made for all necessary adjuncts, such as the 

restaurant, and the present piecemeal solutions avoided. 
Her delegation was not in favour of leaving the kitchen and restaurant in their present 

position, since there was no guarantee that remedial measures would prevent further seepage in 
future, and agreed in principle with the recommendation by the Ad Hoc Committee. But before 
deciding which new site to favour, it would ask whether the sum of Sw.fr. 8 275 000 shown in 
paragraph 20.2 of А35/l2, Annex 2, as the cost of installing the kitchen and restaurant under 
the library, included the cost of reconstructing and refitting the workshops presently 
situated there. 

Dr BEAUSOLEIL (Ghana) favoured the construction of a new kitchen and restaurant in a 
location other than the eighth floor (Option 5). He, too, expressed concern that the 
seriousness of the problem had not been realized much earlier and that the issue had not been 
raised when the Health Assembly considered the proposal to construct a new building. Noting • that resolution EB69.R24 made no provision for the funds which would be necessary to solve the 
problem, he asked whether he was right in assuming that a separate resolution would be drafted. 

Turning to the other matter covered by resolution EВ69.R24, he asked whether the 
recommended appropriation for the Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute was intended for the 
purchase of equipment which required foreign exchange and which was not available in Jamaica - 

an action which he could support - or for putting up the actual building itself - which he 
considered would be a waste of scarce resources. 

Mr WIDDOWS (Australia) endorsed the views of the United Kingdom delegate. 
His own delegation believed that its present situation made the eighth -floor restaurant an 

attractive meeting place which undoubtedly attracted custom - and consequently revenue for the 
Organization - from outside, and that new facilities at ground level would not exercise such 
an appeal. Without wishing to re -open the debate which had led the Ad Hoc Committee to make 
its own recommendation, he would ask the Director- General whether he continued to believe - as 
stated in paragraph 14 of his report (document А35/12, Annex 2) - that the reinstallation of 
the kitchen and restaurant on the eighth floor was "not only the cheapest option ... u7 
also the most practical and desirable one ". 

Dr NcHARDY (Jamaica) said that as Jamaica's representative on the Executive Board when 
resolution ЕВ69.24 had been adopted, he felt obliged to clarify the situation as far as the 
Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute was concerned. During the Executive Board's discussion 
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of the matter at its sixty -ninth session, he had stated that notwithstanding Jamaica's present 
economic constraints, it should be possible, if WHO and PAHO were each to make available a sum 
of US$ 300 000 towards the cost of a new building for CFNI, for Jamaica to participate in the 
financing of the remainder, although it might be difficult to provide the entire amount within 
the coming year. 

As would be seen from the text of resolution EB69.R24, the Executive Board had taken 
account of his statement, bearing in mind that the Government of Jamaica would formally 
guarantee to participate in the financing of the construction of the building as now planned. 

He wished to assure the members of the Committee that a letter to that effect, written 
and signed by the Permanent Secretary, had been sent to the РАНО office in Kingston; it was 
also his understanding that a copy of its contents had been transmitted by telex to PAHO's 
Washington headquarters. 

Mr BOYER (United States of America) said that his delegation did not favour the 
construction of a new restaurant and kitchen at ground level. With the recent construction 
and imminent occupation of the new annex, office space on the eighth floor was not needed at 
the present time, and the Health Assembly had been informed a year ago that the new office 
space would meet requirements until at least 1985. Even if it were necessary to replace the 
present seventh -floor offices by a technical and maintenance floor - and he had not been 
convinced of the case for doing so - the annex could surely provide alternative accommodation. • 
Moreover, in view of the financial position of many Member States and the global economic 
situation, it was uncertain whether headquarters staff would continue to grow even at the 
present rate of ten new members per year. 

Noting that the Ad Hoc Committee somewhat ingenuously implied that the construction of a 
new restaurant and kitchen would produce a "gain" to the value of Sw.fr. 3 200 000, he pointed 
out that in fact the cost of implementing its recommendation would be almost double that of 
reinstalling those services on the eighth floor. His delegation was reluctant to contemplate 
even the appropriation of Sw.fr. 4.8 million from casual income for that purpose, but believed 
that such a solution, which would leave the restaurant in its present attractive situation, 
constituted the best option. 

Dr ZIESE (Federal Republic of Germany) understood that it would be technically possible 
to reconstruct the present kitchen and restaurant and to avoid further seepage. His 
delegation, which concurred with the arguments advanced by the previous speaker, also 
believed that the implied "gain" of Sw.fr. 3 200 000 through the creation of new offices 
and meeting rooms on the eighth floor was hypothetical, if not irrelevant, since additional 
accommodation would be available in the new annex, which was spacious enough to meet the 
Organization's forseeable needs. 

His Government would favour the cheapest solution, namely Option 4: reinstallation of 
the restaurant and kitchen on the eighth floor. 

Mr MAТТЕRN (German Democratic Republic) shared in the astonishment that suitable action 
had not been taken when the seepage first became apparent. His delegation was not entirely 
satisfied with the answers provided to the question whether a claim for damages against the 

constructor would be receivable. In an atmosphere of severe financial constraints, the 

construction of new facilities was inconceivable. He was therefore in favour of a solution 
involving the repair of the eighth floor. 

Dr KRUISINGA (Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee of the Executive Board) said that he 

sympathized with the concern expressed by most of the previous speakers. The Ad Hoc Committee, 
however, still considered that a new building adjacent to the Executive Board block to house 
the kitchen and restaurant facilities would be the best and cheapest solution under the 

circumstances. 

Mr FURTH (Assistant Director -General) said that the United Kingdom delegate's question 
concerning the condition of the other floors of the building, and the doubts expressed by 

the United States delegate concerning the need for a technical and maintenance floor below 
the restaurant and kitchen, if these were to be reinstalled on the eighth floor, could best 

be answered by the consulting engineer and the architect. 

It had been asked what would be done with the extra office space that would become 

available on the eighth floor if a new restaurant and kitchen building was constructed. 
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While it was true that the forthcoming completion of the extension to Building L would mean 
that there would be no immediate difficulty in absorbing the loss of space that would occur 
if 28 office modules on the seventh floor had to be condemned, it should be recalled that, 
in 1981, it had been stated that the new building then proposed would suffice to meet 
headquarters' needs up to 1985. If the building had to be used in part to absorb such loss 

of space, it was almost certain that additional office space would have to be acquired in 
1984. On the other hand, the option proposed by the Ad Hoc Committee would mean not only 
that there would be no loss of office space on the seventh floor, but that space would be 
gained on the eighth floor. Upon completion of the proposed project, about 60 office 
modules would be gained, and on the basis of a maximum increase of 9 or 10 staff members a 
year, and taking account of the additional office space required for computer terminals, 
storage of documents and word processing equipment, the offices gained would obviate the need 
for further new offices until about 1988. 

With respect to the legal responsibility of the contractor and the architect, he explained 
that there was a statute of limitation providing that action against such persons by the owner 
was proscribed after five years from the date of taking possession of the building. The 
Organization had taken possession in 1966, and no such action could therefore be taken. 
Moreover, the architect who had designed the building had died before its completion, and 

the general contractor had become bankrupt and was no longer in business. 
The Secretariat had been criticized for not dealing with the matter from the outset, 

but such criticism was not entirely justified. Annex 1 (paragraphs 1 to 9) of document А35/12 
showed that the water seepage had been discovered almost immediately on taking possession of 

the building in 1966 and had been a constant preoccupation of the Secretariat. Steps had 
been taken immediately to alleviate the inconvenience caused by the leaking water and, at the 

same time, studies were undertaken to find ways to stop the seepage permanently. Water - 
collecting pans had been installed under the floor of the kitchen to catch and evacuate any 
seeping water. Special mastic had been applied round the joints where the kitchen equipment 
was sunk into the floor and along the joints where the walls met the floor. The under -floor 

water pipes in the kitchen area had been replaced by pipes laid above the surface of the floor. 

The leakage had also been immediately drawn to the attention of the architectural firm 

responsible for supervising the construction of the building, and its advice had been 

followed by the Secretariat. Engineering firms from all over Europe had been consulted, 

and everything possible had been done to alleviate what was then considered only as a rather 

minor inconvenience: the Secretariat could not have been more knowledgeable in that respect 

than the technicians, none of whom had suspected at the time that the seepage was anything 

more than an inconvenience. Only in 1980 and 1981 had the Secretariat become aware, through 

the specialized engineering literature, that the matter should possibly be viewed more 

seriously. After a long search, a specialized firm of consulting engineers had been found 

in the United States, and had been requested to look into the matter. The firm's report 

had reached the Secretariat only in the autumn of 1981, i.e. after it had proposed the 

construction of the new prefabricated building to the Executive Board and the Health Assembly 

in 1981, but even if it had been received earlier, the proposal for that building would still 

have been made, because the Secretariat had never imagined that it would not be possible 

simply to carry out the necessary structural repairs on the eighth floor and reinstall the 

kitchen and restaurant there. The idea that the architect would be unable to guarantee the 

watertightness of the eighth floor after such reinstallation had never occurred to it. That 

was why the document submitted to the Ad Hoc Committee of the Executive Board (А35/12, Annex 2, 

paragraph 14) referred to the reinstallation of the kitchen and restaurant on the eighth 

floor as not only the cheapest option but also the most practical and desirable one. When 

it had learned, however, that the architect could not guarantee under that option that the 

problems would not recur, the Secretariat had considered that it would be highly irresponsible 

simply to propose the reinstallation of the kitchen and restaurant on the eighth floor, and 

therefore had had to take into account the loss of the 28 offices in question, which made 

that option much more expensive and much less desirable. Basically, the Health Assembly 

had to choose between two options: a smaller immediate cash outlay, with a loss of office 

space requiring new construction in some two years time, which would mean a new prefabricated 

building certainly costing more than 10 million Swiss francs, or a larger immediate cash 

outlay (larger by some 3.2 million Swiss francs), resulting in additional office space and a 

consequent assurance that further office construction would not be required so soon. 
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In reply to the question raised by the delegate of France, he said that the cost of the 

relocation of the workshops under sub -option 5(b) had been included in the cost estimate of 

8 275 000 Swiss francs. 

He understood that the funds that would be appropriated for the Caribbean Food and 

Nutrition Institute, to which the delegate of Ghana had referred, would go towards the actual 

construction of the building, and not simply for the purchase of fixtures and equipment from 

abroad. 

Mr THOMASEN (Consulting Engineer), replying to the question by the United Kingdom 

delegate concerning the condition of the lower floors of the headquarters building, said that 

as a result of investigations he had made, he believed that no water damage had occurred other 

than in the eighth floor kitchen area and some areas of the roof terraces. He intended, 

however, to make a further inspection within the next two weeks, in order to make absolutely 

certain, that such was the case. 

The water leakage that had occurred was in the area below the kitchen, and was caused by 
an incorrectly installed membrane below the kitchen floor, which had allowed the water used 
for washing the floor and for other kitchen purposes to seep through the concrete construction. 
The construction under the kitchen floor consisted of prestressed concrete beams which were 
cantilevered aid had to rely for their strength on the prestressing steel. That building 
method, in which no additional plain reinforcing steel had been used, had been the practice at . 
the time the building was constructed, but had later been found to be dangerous, since there 

was no ultimate safety if the prestressing steel tendons failed. The presence of such an 
ultimate safety measure meant that, although the building might suffer somewhat, it would not 
collapse, so that there would be time to take precautionary measures such as evacuating and 
shoring up the affected floors. 

The second factor that had contributed to the seriousness of the situation was that, 
although the prestressing tendons should have been fully protected by cement -grout introduced 
after stressing had taken place, investigation had shown that some of the grouting had not 
been done. Such an omission made damage far more likely to occur, since, with the absence of 
grout round the prestressing steel, water might come into direct contact with the steel and 

cause corrosion. It also made the consequences of a failure worse, in that if the 

prestressing steel were to break because of corrosion, the whole prestressing tendon would 
simply disappear and the beam would probably collapse. The consulting engineers had 

recommended that the floors in the kitchen area should be strengthened with plain steel 
reinforcing which would prolong the lifespan of the building. It was also intended to install 
a sensoring system to monitor the behaviour of the beams below the kitchen floor until they 
could be reinforced. 

Mr BUGNA (Consultant Architect) said that on the basis of his experience in constructing 
a number of administrative buildings of the size and type of the headquarters building, with 
technical installations and kitchens, he considered it possible to reinstall the kitchen on 
the eighth floor in accordance with option 4. It would be utopian, however, to embark on such 
an operation without taking all the necessary precautions. The present arrangement of the 

kitchen, including its drainage, made it impossible to change its level, and in view of the 
design and structure of the building, the existing load on its floor could not be increased. 

If the building were being constructed with present -day techniques that provided complete 
guarantees, the floor thickness of the kitchen would have to be almost tripled, to give the 
necessary slope for runoff water and to permit the maintenance and inspection of the 
installations. Since that was not possible, the reinstallation of the kitchen in its present 
position would imply as an absolute necessity the construction of a technical floor, which 
would provide a not inconsiderable surface area of 450 m2 with the plumbing necessary to 

ensure that all waste water reached the two vertical drainage pipes. 
That precaution was all the more essential in view of the particular, cantilevered design 

of the building; it would be foolhardy to take the risk of putting in an installation that 
within a short time would produce the same problems as before. 

In virtually all the modern administrative or hotel buildings in which kitchen 
installations had been situated on upper floors, those had either been installed by highly 
sophisticated methods which enabled constant checks to be made, or it had proved necessary 
to move them to the ground floor. Indeed, the current trend was to place the kitchens at 

ground level, in order to avoid complications of the type under consideration. It should be 
recalled that WHO's installations catered for 700 meals a day, and that almost every appliance 

• 
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had its own drain. Operation and maintenance alike were extremely important and permanent 

undertakings. 

In response to a request by the CHAIRMAN for suggestions concerning further action by the 

Committee in the light of the discussion, Dr DLAMINI (Swaziland), supported by Dr BEAUSOLEIL 

(Ghana), suggested that the Rapporteur be invited to prepare an appropriate draft resolution 

for consideration. 

In reply to a question by Dr GALAHOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), the CHAIRMAN 

said he understood that what had been suggested was the preparation, by the Rapporteur, of a 

draft resolution which would take account of the matters discussed and opinions expressed 

during the debate on item 32 of the Agenda. The text would also reflect the Suggestion by the, 
Director -General, in paragraph 4 of document А35/26, that the Health Assembly establish an 

ad hoc building committee (composed of the members of the Ad Hoc Committee of the Executive 
Board) to advise the Director -General and the architect. The draft resolution would be 
submitted to the Committee for examination and eventual transmission to the Health Assembly. 

It was so agreed. 

The meeting rose at 17h35. 


